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In this blog, we will cover what is an atom and how to install 

an atom in Boomi on macOS. 

Prerequisites: The machine where the atom will be installed must have internet 

connectivity and macOS as the operating system. 

To begin with, let us see what is an atom.  

 

What is Atom?  

Atom is a single-tenant, single-node runtime engine to execute the integrations developed in 

Boomi. We can install Atoms directly into your local network which is required for an on-

premise deployment model.  

 

Now, let’s see the steps to install an atom. 

Step 1: First, log on to the Boomi platform (https://platform.boomi.com/) with a username 

and password. 
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Step 2: Once, you have logged into the Boomi platform, you can view the Home page.  

 

 

 

Step 3: Now, click on Services followed by Integration. You will see the Build page.  

 

 

 

 

Step 4: Now click on Manage.  
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Step 5: Now click on Atom Management.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 6: Click on New in the left corner beside the Filter. You can then see Atom, Molecule 

and Environment, click on Atom.  
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Step 7: Once you click on Atom, you will find an Atom Setup page where you have to Setup 

preference as Local (as we are concerned about local atoms) and select the operating system 

based on the configuration of your machine. (Linux 32-bit or Linux 64-bit) 

We have 2 ways of authenticating the Boomi Atomsphere account with runtime.  

1. Authenticating with username and password  

2. By using token  

Security Options refer to an option of generating a token and using it for atom installation. 

Instead of authenticating with a username and password, we can use a token and authenticate 

with Atomsphere Boomi account. A token is valid only for the account in which it was 

generated. Tokens expire after a set amount of time ranging from 30 minutes to 24 hours.  
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Step 8: Open Terminal. Go to the directory where the atom_install64.sh is downloaded. 

Then start the installer by giving the below commands in the terminal. 

 

Chmod u+x atom_install64.sh 

./atom_install64.sh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 9: After starting Installer, Setup – Atom will be opened. Click on Next. 
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Step 10: Select Token and enter the Token which we got from Step 7 and set the Atom 

Name. Click on Next. 

 

 

 

 

Step 11: Select an Environment to attach. 
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Step 12: Select the folder where you would like the Atom to be installed and click Next. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 13: Set the Destination directory and click on Next. 
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Step 14: Click on Next. 

 

 

 

Step 15: Click on Finish. 
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Step 16: To confirm the atom installation you can log in to https://platform.boomi.com/ 

and go to the Manage tab followed by the Atom Management tab and go to the atom then 

Atom Information you see an atom with the status Online.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 17:  If you want to restart the atom, you can restart it from Atom Information or you 

can open the terminal and go to the directory where restart.sh file resides. Then restart the 

atom by giving the command as “sh restart.sh”. 
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